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Press Release Summary: Walker Poker, operated by Colkom 
Inc. announced today, 06/12/2008 that it is taking over the 
assets of Wingows Gaming, including Wingows Poker player's 
database.  

Press Release Body: Walker Poker officials stated that the move will 
speed up its growth and will provide Wingows Poker players a better 
poker environment. "We have decided to take over Wingows Poker 
as part of our efforts to become on of the leading poker rooms in the 
U.S market." Said Walker Poker CEO.  

The migration of the players to Walker Poker will be done in stages. 
Walker Poker marketing director said "Walker Poker team will 
contact Wingows Poker affiliates to make sure they don't lose their 
players from the migration". 

Walker Poker was established in 2007 and is operating on the Merge 
Gaming network and platform. Merge gaming is currently one of the 
only networks that accepts U.S players and is one of the fastest 
growing networks in the poker world. The network currently peaks 
6,000 players online and 500-800 real money players. The network is 
expected to grow rapidly in the next couple of months as it is expected 
to integrate new poker rooms.  



Walker 
Poker is 
offering highly 

attractive 
bonuses and 

tournaments. 
With a $750 
free deposit 
bonus and 

tournaments 
of 

$10,000/$20,000 and $50,000 on a monthly basis and around the 
clock freerolls and guaranteed tournaments. 

Walker Poker VIP CLUB considers being one of the most unique and 
rewarding Poker Clubs in the online poker world, which award each VIP 
player personal attention and a personal assistant to answer all your 
questions and help in any problem. The cream de la cream of the VIP 
club is luxuries travel packages including: flights, accommodations in 5 
stars hotels and of course, free entry into real live poker tournaments. 

Web Site: http://www.walkerpoker.com  
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